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KARACHI: Adviser to Prime Minister for Commerce, Textile, Investment, Industries and Production
Abdul Razak Dawood said that a major challenge faced by the country is to stop the
de-industrialisation situation which is alarming and must be reversed. It is an onerous task but it is
not impossible.

At a business meeting with CEOs hosted by Employers Federation of Pakistan Razak said the
industrial base needs to be reinvigorated. The government has focused itself on a doable export-led
growth strategy that would attract investors to establish more export based industries.

The government is working to remove duties for all imported raw materials and reduce the
Regulatory Duties (RD). “I assure you that the government would ensure and provide all protection
to the industries so that the engines of economy continue ticking.”

Addressing a select gathering of 70 CEOs and top businessmen, Dawood further disclosed that the
Commerce and Finance ministries have developed the national tariff policy that would have a
three-year duty structure so that the ad hoc syndrome of fixation of duties would end once and for
all. This policy would go a long way in instilling confidence in trade and industry and would bring
about transparency, determine actual global prices, and reduce corruption and evasion.

The Advisor to Prime Minister disclosed that on 4th November, a large Chinese buyers expo is being
held in China and that Pakistan has been given the status of Guest of Honour. He advised the
business community to take advantage of this and participate in the expo where Pakistan has been
given two strategic stalls. He further advised that Pakistani exporters must study and determine what
products could be exported to China. He gave an example that Pakistan has a surplus of Soybean
Meal whereas China has a huge demand for it.

He also disclosed that Pakistan is negotiating the second round of Pak China FTA that would yield
substantial results for trade and industry under the FTA regime.

He also informed that on 30th September, a strong Saudi Arabian delegation is visiting Pakistan with
the sole intention of investing in Pakistan. This is a marked change from the past when individual
investors would usually come to study the investment climate. However, this mission is determined
to invest in many sectors and that the government would be fully involved in facilitation and
support. He was of the opinion that there are couple of power plant projects in Punjab that need
heavy investment. He also said that Pakistan needs more cement plants, especially near the sea in
Balochistan so that it becomes cheaper to export cement from there due to high inter provincial
transportation cost. Pakistan also needs a Naptha Cracker plant that would be ideal investment
opportunity for Saudi investors. He also said that the Saudis would be requested to invest in
engineering, chemical, and information technology with focus on exports as well as import
substitution.

He also responded to a barrage of questions, proposals, complaints of the guests and in his replies
he also provided more insight in to the future plans and policies of his Ministries as well as the
government.—PR
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